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1   INSTRUCTION:  
1a   TEACHING  
 
•   Class Websites–I have continued to develop and utilize the website I created for my Web Design I class. 

I have added to the sections that describe the projects, including adding examples and all of the files 
that the students need to complete the project. I also revised the blog section to make it more relevant 
to the class. I also created a new website for my Introduction to Computer Art class. On this website I 
included the schedule, links to tutorials, project descriptions, slide lectures, and quizzes. I have found 
these websites to be invaluable to both the students and new DMA professors. The students can 
immediately see if there are any changes to the schedule and they can review skills that they may have 
missed. New professors can get a feel for how I structured my class and can download examples of 
projects. 

 
•   New Digital Art Projects–Last semester Professor Fiks revised the DMA105 course outline to make it 

more of an overview of Computer Art. I revised my class structure to reflect this change in emphasis. 
The core of this change is in the projects that I have assigned. Each project is very open-ended and 
allows room for creativity and critical thinking. The students initially responded with skepticism at the 
lack of boundaries and concrete details but in the student evaluations the response was overall very 
positive. The new projects challenge the students to really consider the problem and become even better 
artists and communicators. 

 
•   Project Grading Rubric–I revised the grading rubric that I have used this semester for each of the 

projects I have assigned this semester. The rubric bases the grading of the projects on three core 
components: Creativity, Aesthetics and Skill. These three components are based directly on the three 
elements that TCNJ is looking for in student portfolios. This grading rubric has focused the group 
critiques, the student’s individual critique and my comments into three distinct areas and allows 
students to see more clearly where their strengths are and which areas they can work on.  

 
•   Self-reliance–Through discussions with several of my adjunct faculty clusters we came to the 

conclusion that many of our students are very good at following instructions but are not able to teach 
themselves new skills. This realization combined with some research into Computer Fluency has led to 
a change in the methodology involved in teaching our Introduction to Computer Art. Both myself and 
Professor Barfoot have adopted teaching techniques that involve more experimentation and individual 
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exploration of the software. Through this new approach the students are becoming more self reliant 
and confident–attributes that will serve them well in this constantly evolving field of digital media art. 

 
•   Quizzes–I introduced quizzes into my DMA105 classes as a way to clearly gauge the students’ skills in 

each unit of the course. The quizzes provide a clarity that is missing from project based grading while 
also affording students more freedom in their project based work. 

 
•   Web Design III–After last year’s problems with Web Design III I decided to change the project from a 

main website redesign to the creation of an educational satellite site. This type of project would mean 
that there would be fewer issues with updating the project once the website has been created. I am 
currently contacting museums in New Jersey to find one that would work with our class to create this 
type of website. 

 
•   Online course– I am creating an online version of the Web Design I course for the spring semester. 

This course will utilize many digital web technologies like wikis, polls, blogs and discussion boards 
creating an immersive web experience. I am very excited to see whether this class will open up a new 
type of teaching and a new group of students for the Digital Media Arts program. 

 
•   Video Demonstrations–One of the components of the online Web Design I course will be video 

demonstrations of the skills you need to use Web Design tools. These videos will be made available on 
the server for all the web design students as well as any faculty who would like to learn web design 
skills. I hope that these videos will provide an extra level of support for both our students and faculty. 

  
1b   RESULTS  OF  STUDENT  EVALUATIONS  
 

1.   Clear and effective presentation–4.34 
2.   Work is challenging but reasonable– 4.53 
3.   Variety of teaching methods–4.47 
4.   Knowledgeable in subject matter–4.81 
5.   Punctual/Good use of class time– 4.72 
6.   Available to students outside of class–4.62  
7.   Grading policy is consistent and fair– 4.5 
8.   Gives timely feedback– 4.34 
9.   Encourages feedback on student progress– 4.34 
10.  Would take another course with this instructor–4.38  

 
In looking at my student evaluations several patterns started to emerge. I am most strong in my teaching 
methodologies: the variety of methods, the subject matter, my availability and my use of class time. My 
weakest areas that I am continuing to work on are the speediness of my grading and the clarity of my 
presentations.  

 
Comments section: 

o   Students commented both positively and negatively about the lack of boundaries on the 
projects. Many students said that they like most the freedom and creativity involved in 
the projects while other students did not like the vagueness of those projects. I think that 
overall the projects are a successful challenge even though they may not be liked by all the 
students. 

o   Many of the students commented on how challenging the course is. There were several 
comments in the most liked section as well as the least liked section. In the positive 
comments, one of the students described me as “tough” and challenging. 

o   The biggest complaint about the class was the amount of time that students need to spend 
outside of class. This is one of the issues with teaching in this program. I am still 
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conflicted over how best to answer this issue or whether we need to answer it at all. 
o   I was very pleased to see that many of the students appreciated the challenging nature of 

this course. They saw the freedom and intellectual stretching as important to their 
education. One student remarked “(I liked most) the way in which Professor Sweeney 
encourages both artistic and technical exploration of new ideas and materials than which 
we are otherwise familiar or comfortable.” 

 
  

2   NON-TEACHING:  
  

2A.   CONTRIBUTION  TO  DIVISION:  (e.g.,  development  and  improvement  of  course  outlines;;  
special   instructional   development   work;;   service   and   leadership   in   divisional   affairs;;  
course  and  program  evaluations;;  curriculum  development.  

  
•   DMA website–I created a DMA website to display the most recent information on the DMA program. 

This website is the homepage for all of the browsers in the ES labs. The website contains information on 
the open lab schedule, class availability and scheduling, job opportunities and club meetings. 

 
•   IT cluster–I organized and arranged an IT cluster that includes all the programs that have computer 

labs. The cluster meets two or three times a semester with Susan Bowen to discuss IT initiatives and IT 
problems. Upcoming topics will include the future updating of ES labs, remote software for all of the 
labs and the introduction of Lynda.com as an alternative to the traditional textbooks. 

 
•   ES Lab Schedule–I coordinated all of the scheduling for the ES labs including open lab time and the 

integration of the Ad Design schedule, the Music schedule and the Entertainment Tech schedule. 
 
•   Digital Imaging Lab–I am currently collaborating with Professor Dalton to make the new ES133 lab 

into a Digital Imaging Lab. This involves setting up the new Intel Macintosh computers to 
accommodate both the Photography and Digital Imaging programs. We met with Susan Bowen to 
create a 12 month plan to accommodate the changes to the space and facilitate the hardware and 
software transition that will need to happen. 

 
•   Hacker Awards–I continued the Web Design II collaboration with the TV IV students. My students 

worked to create websites to showcase the student films. We also participated in the student award 
ceremony and added our own awards. 

 
•   DMA faculty search–I initiated the request for a new DMA faculty member and participated in the 

DMA faculty search. I also researched and contacted many game design schools in an attempt to widen 
the pool of applicants. 

 
•   DMA Cluster Meetings–I initiated cluster meeting with DMA faculty and successfully led a meeting of 

the Web Design adjunct faculty and of the Digital Imaging adjunct faculty. In these meetings we 
discussed the current curriculum and possible changes that would be helpful. We also talked about 
sharing tests and other teaching materials. 

 
•   Collection of DMA materials–Last semester I suggested that professors give me their syllabi, student 

work and projects so that we could collaborate more easily. However only a third of the faculty gave me 
these materials. This semester I have created a space on the server for these materials and made it 
mandatory that these materials be shared at the end of the semester. Hopefully this will allow for more 
collaboration as well a way to make sure that student work is consistent across the program. 

 
•   New adjuncts–This semester I hired two new adjunct professors that work in the industry but are also 
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able to work during the day. I feel that the addition of new working professionals is infusing the 
program with a vitality that was missing.  I have worked very closely with both professors to make sure 
that they have the support they need and that their teaching follows the course outlines and fits in with 
the program.  

 
•   Digital Portfolio–I organized and led a discussion between the TV, Art, Radio, DMA and 

Entertainment Tech faculty to discuss revising the DMA250 course outline so that it can be used by 
multiple programs. I used the input from this discussion to revise the course outline. The first section of 
this course this spring will include TV and DMA students. 

 
  
•   Computer Literacy Workshops–Over the past three semesters I have been working on identifying the 

students who needed basic skills help by administering tests in the introductory classes. Last semester I 
created a test based on the ETS test and then presented workshops for those students that were 
identified. 

 
•   Ad/Web Custom Certificate–I worked with Tina LaPlaca to create a customized certificate for students 

who are interested in both Advertising Design and Web Design. 
 
•   Communications program revision–I am currently working with several other Arts and 

Communications faculty members to discuss updating the Communications program to include more 
media options. 

 
•   Course outlines–I revised the Web Design II & III and Digital Imaging I course outlines to reflect the 

input I received from the cluster meetings with adjunct faculty. 
 
•   Institutional Research Data–I have been collecting information from Institutional Research on a regular 

basis to monitor how the revised program has been affecting enrollment in DMA classes and in the 
program.  

 
•   Game Design Curriculum–I am currently working with Michelle Barfoot to change the core curriculum 

of the Digital Media Arts Program to accommodate a game design concentration. 
 
•   DMA program brochure–I am currently working with a student to create a brochure for the Digital 

Media Arts program. 
 
•   Entertainment Tech brochure–I critiqued the Entertainment Tech brochure and provided feedback and 

suggestions for improving the design. 
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2B.   CONTRIBUTION  TO  COLLEGE  AND  COMMUNITY:      (e.g.,   service  and   leadership  on  

College  committees;;  participation   in  College-wide  affairs;;  sponsorship  or  advisement  of  
student  activities;;  civil  and  community   involvement,  grant  writing;;  contributions   to  other  
College  divisions;;  development  of  external  alliances  with   industry,   colleges,   schools  or  
community  groups;;  requisition  of  library  resources,  etc.)  

  
   Contribution  to  College  
 
 
•   Web Design Advisory Committee–For the past year I have served on the web advisory committee. On 

this committee I was part of a working group that designed tests to compare the usability of our website 
to other community college websites. I also administered one of the usability tests to a group of 
students, faculty and staff and presented the results to the group. I also reviewed a contract that the 
group received from a consultant and provided feedback for Susan Bowen. 

 
•   Perkins Grant–I worked with James Boyce to get quotes and write rationales for our Perkins request for 

2008/2009. I also wrote a five-year plan for the ES labs to support our requests for the Perkins 
equipment. The requests include Wacom tablets for the Ad Design and Digital Imaging programs, a 
new server for all of the ES labs, and new computers for ES133.  

 
•   Computer Literacy Minigrant–As part of my minigrant I researched Computer Literacy and Computer 

Fluency and led an IPIC discussion on the approach MCCC should take to the general education 
category that includes computer literacy. I also presented my experiences trying to identify and support 
computer literacy in the Digital Media Arts program.  

 
•   Computer Literacy Committee–As part of the FCTL I am currently organizing a working group to look 

at updating the policy of MCCC on computer literacy testing. 
 
•   Faculty Spotlight–I was invited to be part of the Bat Cave Faculty Spotlight. I prepared questions and 

met with a faculty member for an on camera interview. 
 
•   Web Design IPIC–I presented another session of my Web Design Basics workshop during pre-class 

week. 
 
•   College Assembly–I worked with Ed Carmien to prepare science fiction photographs of the campus to 

be used in the Fall College Assembly. Due to time constraints they will be presented at the Spring 
Assembly. 

 
•   Library–I reviewed the Digital Media book collection in the library and removed the outdated books. I 

have been working with Professor Levy and Professor Barfoot to solve the problem of outdated 
software textbooks through the online books available at Lynda.com.  

 
•   OCOG–I participated in the One Course One Goal Initiative across campus. 
 
•   English website–I reviewed and provided feedback for Amy Vondrak on English department website. 
 
•   Business website–I reviewed and provided feedback for Andrea Lynch on the Business division website. 
  
  

Contribution  to  Community  
•   ACM/IEEE: Graphics Film Show–Professor Roney and I represented the college at the annual 
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ACM/IEEE Graphics Film Show in Princeton. We prepared a loop of animations as well as a display of 
student work.  

  
•   Facilitated Internships & Competitions–On the DMA website I created an area to collect and post 

internships and job openings. Many of our students have used this resource to find jobs and 
internships. Many companies in the community have used this resource to find students to work at 
their companies. 

 
•   SeeingItThrough.com–This semester I am leading a group of students from the Graphic Design Club in 

a campus wide advertising campaign to encourage the MCCC community to vote on November 4th. We 
have created posters, buttons and a website that are aimed at building a community of people who 
promise to vote. 

 
•   Garden State Project–Last semester I worked with a team of students to create a collaborative Digital 

Imaging project that was shown during the annual Visual Arts student show on campus. For the project 
each student photographed each other and then digitally manipulated one of the other members of the 
group. 

 
•   Graphic Design Club–I lead the Graphic Design Club with Professor Laplaca. Last semester we took 

some of the students to the Thinking Creatively Conference at Kean University. We also led the club in 
various competitions, community outreach projects and sponsored lectures. 

 
•   Teen Arts–I participated in the Teen Arts Festival by teaming up with Professor LaPlaca and Professor 

Dalton. We led a three-part workshop in which we planned to show students how to photograph 
themselves, digitally manipulate their image and design a magazine cover using their image. 

 
•   Promotional material–I organized and prepared the Digital Media Arts presentation at the community 

events–Creating the Future, Celebrating Success and the annual Open House–including a loop of 
animations, a website showcasing student work and a display of Digital Imaging work. 

 
•   StorytellingArts website–I worked with the Web Design III class to redesign the website of a local non-

profit group–StoryTellingArts. For this project we photographed several storytellers and made digital 
recordings of their stories. We featured these stories on the website as a new way for the group to 
support the teachers through their website.  
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2C.   PROFESSIONAL  GROWTH:   (e.g.,   graduate   studies;;  membership   and   participation   in  
professional   societies;;   scholarly   research   and   writing;;   artistic   exhibitions   or   performances;;  
seminars  and  workshops  relevant  to  position;;  professional  consulting;;  professional  reading,  etc.  
  
•   Thinking Creatively Conference–Last semester I attended the Thinking Creatively Conference at Kean 

University. At this conference I attended a workshop that introduced some of the new innovations In 
Adobe Illustrator. I also attended sessions on the future of advertising and web design, brand intimacy, 
understanding clients and artistic process. The session by Richard Wilde, the chair of advertising design 
at SVA, was influential in changing the direction of DMA105, Introduction to Computer Art. During 
this session Professor Wilde discussed the importance of play and risk in creating great art and design. 

 
•   The Fletchers website–I created a website for a local rock group The Fletchers made up of former band 

members from Rotator Cuff and Dandelion Fire–two groups that had hit singles on MTV and the Real 
World in the 1990s. 

 
•   IWA website–I finished my work for the Institute for Women & Art at Rutgers by revising my 

preliminary designs and creating several templates for the Rutgers IT department to implement. 
 
•   SNAP TO GRID–Several of my digital images appeared as part of a group show at the Los Angeles 

Center For Digital Art.  
 
•   ChanSchatz Assistant–I worked as an assistant for the ChanSchatz artist team manipulating images for 

a book they are producing. For this project I got a chance to experiment with a new piece of software 
called FluidMask. 

 
•   Imagined Pieces project–I coordinated with Sears to photograph a series called Imagined Pieces. I spent 

the summer at Sears Portrait Studio working with Sears photographers to photograph subjects and then 
manipulate the images. 

 
•   ColorColony–I continued work on ColorColony with my partner Danielle LaPlante. We completed a 

marketing plan and started to advertise the site to potential users. 
 
•   AfterEffects Workshop–I was invited to attend an AfterEffects Workshop in a class at Columbia 

University. The workshop was given by Tenzin Phuntsog, a digital media artist who has worked on 
Apple iPod commercials using both AfterEffects and rotoscoping. 
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OBJECTIVES:  
  
Teaching  

•   I am very excited about the new emphasis on exploration and self-reliance in the classroom. I was 
happy to see that both the students and my faculty observers noticed this methodology and 
commented positively about the switch. I would like to bring more of this methodology to the rest 
of my classes to help the students develop a greater sense of autonomy and confidence. 

•   I would really like to try to lessen my response time in terms of feedback and grading. I started the 
semester out strong but got behind as I usually do. I will try to make this a focus of my next year 
of teaching. 

•   I would like to try to slow down my speaking. I have noticed that I really start to rush when I get 
nervous or I feel like I am taking too long or do not have enough time. I will work on trying to be 
more conscious of the speed of my talking. 

•   I have been very pleased with the student response to the more open-ended projects. I have 
enjoyed watching them struggle to find their own solutions to the problem and develop their own 
voice. I will try to incorporate this openness into all my classes. 

•   I would like to try to create a video archive of demonstrations for all my classes so that students 
who miss class can catch up and students who need to review my demonstrations can during their 
own free time. 

•   The introduction of a quiz element has been very beneficial to both the grading and the technical 
evaluation aspect of my class. I may try this technique in my other classes in the future. 

  
  
Contribution  to  the  Division  

•   I created a DMA website but it is not updated as quickly as I would like for it to be. I would like to 
see if this could be worked in to job description of the lab assistants so that jobs and meetings 
could be posted faster and more efficiently. I want the website to be a place where students can 
come for updates and information.  

•   I would like to expand the duties of the lab assistants to include giving workshops and assisting 
with the program in other ways.  

•   I would like to continue to pursue a partnership with the Communication program. I feel strongly 
that students do need a transfer option and the Communication program would be a great 
program to partner with to make this happen.  

•   I spent a good part of this semester trying to understand the new student worker policy. Next 
semester I would like to make the transition even smoother by signing up students the semester 
before.  

•   I would like to continue having cluster meetings throughout the semester with the adjunct faculty. 
It has improved the consistency of the curriculum across the program and increased morale.  

  
Contribution  to  the  College  &  Community  

•   I would like to work on creating more partnerships with local businesses. I feel like this process 
could be started by forming a more robust Advisory Commission. This would be a big step in 
exposing students to the professional world beyond MCCC. 

•   I would like to help develop a better system for the faculty to develop websites. I want to offer my 
video demonstrations to the entire campus so that interested parties can work more easily on 
their own. I would also like to help the Web Advisory Committee develop a better procedure for 
getting individual departmental websites completed. 

•   I would like to explore the possibility of requiring a Computer Literacy test at MCCC. The general 
education guidelines indicate that this is a priority, so I would like to try to make it a priority 
campus-wide through the FCTL working group. 

•   I would like to collaborate with students on more projects. The SeeingItThrough project has 
opened my eyes to the possibilities for the community and the students in student faculty 
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collaboration. 
•   I would like to work with Professor Fiks to sponsor a Student Biennale. I feel strongly that this 

would bring a level of recognition and rigor to the student artwork created in New Jersey. 
 
 
Professional  Growth  

•   I have created several new bodies of work that I am excited about. I would like to spend the next 
couple months sending the work to galleries and competitions so that it is seen by a wider 
audience. 

•   I would like to create a new portfolio website to showcase my work. I have not updated my own 
website since I came to MCCC and I am excited at the prospect of creating a new interactive 
piece. 

•   I would like to apply to give a paper at the Media in Transition 6 conference hosted by the MIT 
Comparative Media Studies Department. I would also like to attend this conference as I have the 
past two MIT conferences. I have found that these conferences offer a very fresh academic 
perspective on the possibilities of new media. 

 
  
  

  
Faculty  Member’s  Signature  
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